
Financial Analyst, Data Delivery

Toronto, ON

Company Profile

Home Trust is Canadaâ€™s leading alternative mortgage lender, with headquarters in Toronto and branches across the country.
Our vision is to be Canadaâ€™s market leader in alternative-based financial services solutions. Building on the strength of our
core residential mortgage lending business, the Company and its affiliates also offer complementary lending services and
competitive deposit investment products through Oaken Financial and Home Bank. Our culture has been shaped by the passion
and integrity of our people, and we are guided by our mission and belief that every Canadian deserves a home and the
opportunity to prosper. Home Trust is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Home Capital Group, which trades on the TSX under the
symbol HCG.

Through the development and maintenance of policies and procedures that comply with all ongoing financial legislative
requirements, Finance promotes high standards of business conduct and ethical behaviour. Finance performs many complex,
financial tasks ranging from administrative accounting to strategic capital management by way of analysis, forecasting and
planning. The group also creates value in the business by identifying opportunities, providing critical information and analysis to
make superior operational and strategic decisions, while fostering a culture of respect, trust and integrity.

Position Responsibilities

Risk Management & Compliance must remain the over-arching focus in striving for continuous improvement with respect to
assessment of and improvement to control activities related to assigned financial activities, maintaining process and control
documentation, adhering to all control requirements, testing processes and working with internal audit group in support of
CEO/CFO certification and in adhering to applicable compliance obligations including Privacy, Anti-Money Laundering/Anti-
Terrorist Financing and internal Anti-Fraud Policy requirements in carrying out oneâ€™s responsibilities as outlined below:

Data Delivery (75%)

Support various internal partners
Establish data gathering and report consolidation processes for Finance, company-wide initiatives, and the lines of
business, leveraging existing data and reporting tools available
Work closely with IT teams to analyse and document requirements for data extraction, validation and delivery of reports and
analytics to support various facilities
Ensure delivered data is validated to align with established standards and business expectations for definitions, quality and
timing, working with Data Governance to complete root cause analysis and remediation of report quality issues.
Support the development, monitoring and reporting of financial measures, KPIs, and other business drivers to provide
valuable insights
Develop strong relationships within Finance and the IT Support Groups to standardize repeatable processes and flows of
information for reporting
Foster solid working relationships with line of business analysts and management to ensure a high level of service,
knowledge sharing and to understand the needs and expectations of data users
Provide data validation and delivery consulting expertise to Business and IT

Risk Management & Compliance (15%)

Assessment of and improvement to controls surrounding financial reporting activities, maintaining process and control
documentation, adhering to all control requirements.

Ad Hoc (10%)

Special projects or other ad-hoc assignments as required.
Maintaining process and control documentation associated with assigned activities
Adhering to all control requirements

Formal Education

Bachelor's degree required in Business, Finance or Accounting
Certification(s)/Designation(s) preferred in related area (CPA)

Related Experience

2-3 years of related experience in the financial services industry

Skills



Strong financial analytic skills and problem-solving skills sufficient to understand, explain, and resolve complex business
issues
Advanced presentation skills sufficient to convey complex concepts
Solution-focused, takes initiative to work effectively and efficiently within established guidelines
Strong organizational, time-management, analysis and attention to detail
Strong interpersonal relationship building and listening skills
Proven ability to work both independently and collaboratively within a team environment
Excellent written / verbal communication and professional maturity
Able to multi-task and flourish in a fast-paced, deadline-driven work environment
Strong knowledge of MS Office, advanced Excel skills; SAP and Cognos an asset
Ability to convey financial performance to key stakeholders in a meaningful and concise way

Position Complexities

Bilingualism an asset
Some work beyond standard hours


